1. Introduction scene: The Rover Robot
1.1

1.2 OVER THE SHOULDER:

1.3

Introduction quotes by Arthur C. Clarke,
and another person. Universe in the
background. "One day maybe we will
encounter life from other planets. Only
then we will understand ourselves
completely, and our place in this
universe."

We see a droid from an astronauts
perspective. Its not functional, looks like
its run out of gas. We hear a person
saying on the speaker: "Yes, I've found
one of them. It seems to have been
circling around the grassy area on this
planet, and run out of gas here. He's bein
going for quite a few miles."

She's on knees, over the droid. We see
the background. There's a rocky
atmosphere, strange rocks. Some sharp
mountains in the background. We also
see binary suns. "Seems to have just run
out of juice. There's no scratches on it."

1.4

1.5

1.6

Close up on her, talking into the walkie
talke/arm. "No, I haven't seen the other
one yet. Hansel and Grete they're named,
yeah. I know. Not my idea of calling
them that. I have no idea where the other
one is at all. I'll look out for it."

Back POV on robot. "This one has some
kind of blue thing on its head. The other
one is red? Which one is this? Hansel
...or Gretel?"

Her arm comes up into view. It
observing technical and clima-stuff.
Some recognizable, some not. "Hm. The
climate is getting moistier here around
the grassy fields, as we are reaching the
more grassy fields now..."

1.7

1.8

1.9

"There is surpisingly a lot of oxygene
here. In fact, I wonder if.." She removes
helmet. Breathes in.

"... I can actually breathe here." Breathes
in. "The air feels even fresher here than
on earth. I seem to be able to breathe just
fine here."

1.10

1.11

1.12

She continues to tell about the surrounds
now, and there's a field of vegetation in

Loses base. Reports she is going over to
recording. "I just lost contact with the

She sees the crossings of biomes. She
starts moving towards the other biome.

front of her. She sees a swamp and huge
grassy area.. and some plants nearby.
The person in the other ends seems to
lose her. "Hello? Hello?" It evolves into
static noise. Talks to base. Loses base.
Reports she is going over to recording.

shuttle. I'm swapping to my recorder
now. I'm going to check out the plants."

2. Scene 2: The hallucinogenic plant
2.1

2.2

2.3

She sees a plant. From an over shoulder
look of the plants. We see a picture of a
strange plant. It looks a bit like a
sackpipe. It has a belly and some kind of
horn shaped flower. It glows a bit.

We see the plant from her perspective.
"The grass are filled sporadically with
these strange plants all over the place."

She reports. She's right in front of them
now. "These bellies that are connected
are very strange. I wonder what happens
if I touch them."

2.4

2.5

2.6

She takes out a pin.

The plants reacts. It opens up its
flower....

and... some purple-ish gasspores shoots
up at the woman!

2.7

2.8

2.9

The woman holds her breath as it shoots
in her face, but a small portion of it she
breathes in. So the stuff in the gas
slightly has an effect on her.

Stuff pulsates a bit, and some colors
change up to a bit more purple-ish.

The plant starts to dance slightly. She
sees some kind of hallucination,
although she understands it the drugs in
the plant that makes her do it. It stops
relatively fast.

2.10

2.11

"Wow. This plant seems to have some
kind of defense mechanism, its shooting
out gas and is making me see things. Its
trippy. There must be some kind of
weird substances here. Must be some
stuff, like psilocybin or something
similar inside the gas. Interesting." She
stops a second.

"But.. if the plants evolved around here
need a defense mechanism to survive
here.... then a defense mechanism from
what really?" "Could there be something
living, or used to live here, around here
that the robots or satelites hasn't picked
up?" She looks at the swamps.. Its quite
dark because of the trees. Its foggy. The
robots could easily have missed
something in there.

3. Scene 3: The Mystic Swamp
3.1

3.2

3.3

Cut to: She goes in. There's strange trees
that could be worth check out further,
but its not on the womans mind right
now. The fog seems to come from some
kind of craters, and there wet pits
around, making it feel quite like a
swamp from earth.

We see a close up of her trying to get
through the fog and the branches.
Suddenly she hears some splashing
sound. What could it be?

There's a very small lake in front of her.
She can make out some of it, but its too
foggy to see anything clearly. Suddenly
she sees something red coming up from
the water and disappearing behind into
the fog, up against some rocks.

3.4

3.5

3.6

We see her reaction in close up. She
takes up her recorder, whispers. "There's
something here. I just saw something
crawl up from the waters.. Looked red..
couldn't make it out."

"This is it then.." She holds her breath.
She puts up a flashlight. Moves slowly
forward. Suspense is in the air.

We see a closeup of her feet as she
moves ahead.

3.7

3.8

3.9

She reaches a stone wall. Its very dark
around here, still foggy, but the fog
seems to be clearer her. She slowly uses
her light to look around for something
around the rocky wall... The light ends
up on some huge eyes.

The flashlight brightens up a creature. Its
the size of a mediumsized dog, and it
stands there in front of the woman. Just
staring.

We see a picture of them both. The
distance between them isn't very far.
They're both quite paralyzed. Its safe to
say the creature hasn't really seen anyone
like woman either, so their experience is
kind of mutual.

3.10

3.11

3.12

The creature doesn't seem threathening,
or threatened. Just catious and curious.
Its making some weird grunting noises.
They're both very static. Not making a
move.

Suddenly! The creature flees inside a
cave right by behind it quite fast. A cave
the woman didn't notice before now. It
must be his home. The light follows into
his cave, it moves upward.

She takes a step back, and the flashlight
follows up the hill. We see her shocked
reaction.

3.13

3.14

We see a TILT upwards... and the
creature is not alone living in here. Not
at all. There's a whole hill here with
creatures living like that together. The
light seem to stir up a reaction among
them.

We see a total of her in front of the
mountain. We hear their reaction. They
seem scared. It sounds like henfarm.
(Climatical music.)

4. Scene 4: Finding an abondoned city
4.1

4.2

4.3

She moves out of the swamp. She must
have come out of it in one piece. She is
back at the huge grassy area with the
plants.

She starts recording what she has seen.
With a feeling of disbelief. Its something
she can't fully comprehend. She
speculates on how they live. "This is
incredible though. I really still can't
believe this. This changes so much. So
much. I think I'm heading back to the
base for the night and get a camera and
some other equipment, and try to
document more material of these
creatures.

We see the mountains and the sun setting
behind her. "The sun is setting.. wait..
hmm. What is that?" As she looks at the
suns, she notices there is something quite
strange at the end of the mountainchain.
Like there is something connecting
between the montaintops.

4.4

4.5

4.6

She takes up some binoculars.

We see through the binoculars. There
indeed is something strange about a
couple of the mountains ahead.

She takes down the binoculars. Looks
bemused. "There is something strange
about the mountains in the distance
which I didn't notice before now. There's
something there... connecting between a
couple of them. Its probably just
something that has grown between there,
but I can't figure it out from here. I think
I will go check it out before heading
back. Although its quite a hike."

4.7

4.8

4.9

We see the distant view. Its a long way..
and its getting dark.

We see her going through the grass.
Admiring the strange lights in the skies.

She sees two big rocks at the side while
walking by. "The rocks around here look

Still shaky after her findings in the
swamps. Its quite a beautiful evening on
another planet. The world will know its
not alone.

awkward. There's two alone all the way
out here. I wonder what made them look
this way. I'll check them out later"

4.10

4.11

4.12

We hear her voice. "Wait... This is not
mountains." The closer she gets to the
mountains though, the less sense does
the thing between the mountains seem.

What is between the mountains is not a
growth, its not rocks or anything made
by nature itself. It looks like an
handmade iron port with patterns that
nature could not have made itself. The
port look rusty and mossy.

And its not just a port either. She gets a
glance behind the couple of mountains
of the port.. Its some sort of sign before
entering what seems like a... whole city!

4.13

4.14

Zoom slowly out. A city built into the
sharp strange mountains. Or the
buildings are made as mountains to
blend into the environment, its hard to
tell.

Her in front of the city.

5. Scene 5: Exploring the city
5.1

5.2

5.3

She walks between the buildings.
Looking around. We see her from a high
perspective.

The buildings are covered in moss and
vines. She reports she kind of understand
the whole city wasn't discovered by the
pictures of the satelites, because it looks
like mountains as its covered in moss
and vines. This city has been decaying
for quite some time.

We have a couple of pictures of her
looking around town. There's some
plants like she saw earlier spread around
in here too.

5.4

5.5

5.6

She finds a huge statue of a strange
snake-creature that bites its own tail. She
reports it. Can it be some kind of
religious artifact from the people that
lived here earlier? There's a few of them
around town, placed in what could be a
pattern.

There roads is like circles that leads to
inner circles of roads to more and more
center. Center to the city. She follows the
roads that leads to the center of the city.

She finds the center of the city, there's a
hall with a roof. It looks kind of like
some kind of outer cinema.

5.7

5.8

5.9

Inside there is a huge black monolith
thing that looks like a screen.

She studies it. Somehow she triggers it.

Some cords shoots out, and triggers into
her head.

5.10

5.11

She resists, but the cords shuts her
senses off into a hypnotic state, and into
seeing a movie.

Face. Nosebleed. Fades into
documentary.

6. Scene 6: An alien documentary

6.1

6.2

6.3

Stargatish gooey sequence. A voice
appears.

There's a little light moving while she
talks.

There's a black blurry circle around the
movie. We see the people in the city.
How they used to live. No moss, no
vines. Clean functional active city.

6.4

6.5

6.6

We see a snake. Its seems to be made of
DNA-spirals. It lies choking on a white
background.

The snake bites itself. It becomes a
circle, it eats itself. It resembles the
snake we saw statues of earlier.

There's a transition to the snake in the
city. There's a crowd in front of it.
Looking at it.

6.7

6.8

6.9

More and more.

...

...

6.10

6.11

6.12

And then there was none...

Close picture of the face of the snake.

Zoom ut from empty town.

6.13

6.14

What about other life on other planets?
After contact with other planets and
other life forms of intelligence, all we
ever come in contact with, all did the
same. They all chose to die out.

Reverse goey stargaze. Documentary is
over.

7. Scene 7: The difficult talk
7.1

7.2

7.3

The cords are pulling out.

She backs up away from the monolith.

She accidentaly steps on the plant. Pretty
This isn't going to be pretty.

7.4

7.5

7.6

The plants shoots out a gas of spores.

The gas surrounds her.

We see the buildings start to pulsate.
Another colorscheme, perhaps red,
dominates the picture.

7.7

7.8

7.9

The plants start to dance.

We see her reaction. Eyes. "Oh no. I've
stepped on the plants."

...

7.10

7.11

7.12

The monolith changes shapes, and looks
like its sinking into the ground. One of
the first creatures from the swamp
appears from nowhere... staring at her.

She holds for her head slightly. "What is
going on."

Deeper in the city, she sees someone that
seems to walk away from her. It looks
like one of the intelligent creatures that
used to live here.

7.13

7.14

7.15

She holds out her arm... "Wait...!"

She runs after it.

We see her through the snakestatue-hoop. We see the small creature
jumping curiously after her.

7.16

7.17

7.18

We see the eye of the snake moving,
moving as she walks by her. Quite like a
creepy painting. Uncertain if its part of
her hallicunation.

She has come to a split of streets, not
sure where he went. She looks around.

She suddenly sees the creature inside on
the streets, with his back towards her.
Completely still.

7.19

7.20

7.21

We see her face. She partly thinks its
part of her hallicunation.

We see her going slowly towards the
creature.

Suddenly the creature starts to grow.

7.22

7.23

7.24

Grows very large, over the building
nearby. It reaches for the building as it
grows.

It turns around, leans over the building
and looks down at her.

At the same time, one of the smaller
creatures also grows and climbs up the
building nearby.

7.25

7.26

7.27

PAN right

... from PAN.

We see a WIDE picture of her in front of
both the creatures in front of the
buildings. In the back the city doesn't
seem to continue. We can see a tarish
ocean in the background, and a lot of
reeds/sugar canes.

7.28

7.29

7.30

We see the face of the woman. She's not
sure how to react.

We see the face of the intelligent
creature. It says "Hello Sarah. Liked the
movie? How are you?"

She answers.

7.31

7.32

7.33

The dialogue scene goes back and forth.
Gradually, in the background. see some
shining eyes coming on in the
background. More and more of them.
They blink sometimes.

The woman notices them. "Whats the
eyes.. that are going on around us."

"The eyes of.... babies. Unborn babies,
that don't want to be born. Babies you
might be able to have. That will lead
suffering painful lives."

8.1

8.2

8.3

We see the babies come out of the
darkness... From some kind of bushes.

They're about 7 babies. They're bigger
than usual babies. About the size of
grown ups.

Close up of their faces. We hear their
heavy breathing.

8.4

8.5

8.6

We see the woman, she asks why they're
here? What do they want?

Picture of the biosophical creature.
"They want revenge. They want to get
back in you."

"In me?"

8.7

8.8

8.9

Picture of the babies again. "Yes, into
you. Back from the way they came into
existance. From where they came from."

"You better run. Sarah. Run."

We see a total of her seeing them coming
up, running. She also starts to run quitw
shortly.

8. Scene 8: The avenging babies

8.10

8.11

8.12

Close up at her feet running.

Close up at the babies feet.

We see the babies run, frontal view.
They seem to come closer, reaching in
on her..

8.13

8.14

8.15

She suddenly stumbles.

We see her flying through the air in
slowmotion....

... and landing, with a dramatical dunk in
the grass.

8.16

8.17

8.18

Paralysed she holds for her head,
expecting to the babies to throw
themselves over her at any moment.
Closing her eyes.

Nothing happens. She opens one of her
eyes.

We see a total picture. The babies are not
there any longer.

8.19

8.20

8.21

She gets up.

She looks up for a second.

Then puts up her recorder. "I have no
idea what happened. I must have
experienced some kind of trip because of

the plants."

8.22
She sees one of the plants dancing. "Its
still going on I think."

9. Scene 9: Back to start/Ending
9.1

9.2

9.3

After a while she tries to find her way
home. Still being affected by the stuff to
a degree. Plants gives lights and dances
around her. Its beautiful but psychedelic.

She sees the two rocks again.

They seem to be moving now. Like
living creatures crawling around in
circles almost. She's not sure if its real or
not. Were they animals all along? Or is
she still hallicunating? At this point she
doesn't know. She continues to walk.

9.4

9.5

9.6

She finally gets contact with base around
the place she started. They are happy to
hear from her, as they were worried
something had happened to her as they
lost contact. They ask her what she has
seen. She says she's not sure. She asks
the person how she got here, because she
don't remember.

The person at the other end says he
doesn't know how she got there either.
The woman doesn't know what to say.
She looks up.

Cut to planet.

